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Growth hotting up
at Allied Furnace
Consultants
JANICE HEALING | SPECIAL contributor

G

auteng-based Allied Furnace
Consultants (AFC) is
showing steady
growth as
a result of a robust business model and
continuous technological innovation.
AFC process and marketing director
Tertius Pieters tells Engineering News
that one of the reasons the company
has continued to grow during times of
economic turmoil is its unique
business model.
“When the company was
established seven years ago, we
decided to create a niche position
for ourselves, whereby we provide
three areas of expertise, namely
engineering and design, steel
fabrication, as well as steel supply
cutting and rolling.
“These three business lines feed off
each other and allow us to be more
efficient in times of economic downturn.
Simultaneously, the business model is
simple enough to allow us to expand
when market demand increases,”
explains Pieters. “We recognise the
volatile nature of the market and it
therefore makes sense to have a robust
business model.”
He adds that the relocation to new
premises, in Jet Park, in July last year,
means that its various activities now take
place on one site.
“The consolidation of our fabrication
facilities and offices under one roof
ensures that the integration of these
separate business lines is more streamlined,” he says.
The premises house a 1 200 m2 fabrication workshop where major equipment
includes a 14 m bed high-definition
plasma cutter, a 10 mm and a 20 mm
steel roll and 10 t, 12 t and 20 t overhead
cranes.
Technological innovation is another
reason for AFC’s success, and 18 months
ago, it embarked on a research and
development programme to develop and
commercialise its direct current (DC)
furnace conductive hearth with a unique
anode arrangement.
“This programme was very successful
BH

MONITORING
The three-dimensional lining monitoring system

PATENT DESIGN
The new DC furnace conductive hearth features a
unique anode arrangement

and our patent on this design has been
approved by the European Patent Office.
AFC believes this product will differentiate us completely from what is
currently available in the market. This
design will contribute immensely to
reducing the capital cost of the associated
equipment and structure, complemented
by a very easy, cost effective and short
replacement time, which will add to the
flexibility to smelt different alloys,”
explains Pieters.
He reports that AFC and provider of
process solutions, technologies and
services for the mining and metallurgical
industries Outotec Finland have entered
into a collaboration agreement for the
development and commercialisation of
the DC furnace core, as well as ancillary
equipment.
To this end, Outotec is in the process
of building a 600 kW DC test furnace in
Pori, Finland, based on the AFC design
of the roof, shell and conductive hearth.
This furnace will be in operation during
the fourth quarter of 2011, at which time
various test campaigns with relation to
processes and equipment will be
conducted.

In another development, the latest
version of the company’s trademark
lining monitoring system was installed
at South African ferroalloys producer
Assmang’s Cato Ridge furnace 1 & 2 at
the beginning of 2011. The new version is
a complete three-dimensional interface
model with advanced options within a
very user-friendly environment. The
system has already proven its worth by
giving very important process feedback for
optimisation during their dual (separate
slag and alloy) taphole operation.
Pieters adds that AFC has undertaken
test work on its innovative electrode
clamping device and the positive results
mean the product is now available to the
market.
The company has also patented a new
overflow shell cooling launder, which
maintains the water film on a furnace
shell at high velocities.
This improves heat transfer and is a
huge step forward in terms of reducing
water spillage around the furnace.
“All the above-mentioned factors mean
we are very well positioned to continue on
this growth path,” concludes Pieters.
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